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Football Clichés Springer Nature
The field of computer graphics combines
display hardware, software, and interactive
techniques in order to display and interact
with data generated by applications.
Visualization is concerned with exploring data
and information graphically in such a way as
to gain information from the data and
determine significance. Visual analytics is
the science of analytical reasoning
facilitated by interactive visual interfaces.
Expanding the Frontiers of Visual Analytics
and Visualization provides a review of the
state of the art in computer graphics,
visualization, and visual analytics by
researchers and developers who are closely
involved in pioneering the latest advances in
the field. It is a unique presentation of
multi-disciplinary aspects in visualization
and visual analytics, architecture and
displays, augmented reality, the use of color,
user interfaces and cognitive aspects, and
technology transfer. It provides readers with
insights into the latest developments in areas
such as new displays and new display

processors, new collaboration technologies, the
role of visual, multimedia, and multimodal
user interfaces, visual analysis at extreme
scale, and adaptive visualization.
In Vitro Digestibility in Animal Nutritional Studies Springer
Join the world’s most famous travelling reporter in three exciting
adventures as he attempts to protect Professor Calculus, investigates arms
smuggling and deals with the death of a friend. The Calculus Affair
Windows, mirrors and chandeliers are spontaneously shattering and Tintin
is left flummoxed. After a shooting and a break in, Tintin knows Calculus
is in danger, but he has only one clue - an unusual packet of cigarettes. He
has a mystery to solve. But can he do it before a terrible weapon falls into
the wrong hands? The Red Sea Sharks There's a rebellion in Khemed and
the Emir's life is in danger! He has entrusted his mischievous son to
Captain Haddock's care, but when an old friend of Tintin's is caught
smuggling arms to the Khemed rebels, they must jump straight on a plane
to find out what on earth is going on . . . Tintin in Tibet Tintin's friend
Chang has been killed in a terrible plane crash and Tintin is distraught. But
after a strange dream, Tintin becomes convinced Chang is alive. Together
with Captain Haddock, he sets out on an impossible mission, an adventure
deep into the mountains, through blizzards and caves of ice. They must
find Chang at all costs! Join the most iconic character in comics as he
embarks on an extraordinary adventure spanning historical and political
events, and thrilling mysteries. Still selling over 100,000 copies every year
in the UK and having been adapted for the silver screen by Steven
Spielberg and Peter Jackson in 2011, The Adventures of Tintin continue to
charm more than 80 years after they first found their way into publication.
Since then an estimated 230 million copies have been sold, proving that
comic books have the same power to entertain children and adults in the
21st century as they did in the early 20th.

The Zynq Book On Line Editora
內容介紹 一、幀數≠�質 內顯≠超� 最�內顯
vs.入門獨顯 隨著時代的進步，在家用市場端，CPU的效能
漸有過剩趨勢，�便是三千元以下的低階處理器，大多數
場合�能應付，不像早期還得�超頻補足效能，才會有順

暢 愉快的使用體驗。近年來，包括英特爾（Intel）與超微
（AMD）兩家處理器大廠，莫不�調其內顯平臺火力�大
，應付市面上多數遊�綽綽有餘。但對於電 競實戰來說，
往往還是得�上一張獨立顯示�，方能確保遊�流暢運行。
因此，顯示�挑選正確與否，則將決定性影響�的遊�體驗
是否痛快。由內顯晶片�據 Die Size比例越來越大，便不
難看出處理器大廠近年來對繪圖效能的重視程度。時�暑假
，�達本期進行了最�內顯與入門獨顯之間的對決評比，�
從價格、規格及 效能三大面向，剖析兩者之間的優劣勝敗
。同時，給�平臺組裝上的一些建議，讓�擁有一個刺激歡
樂的電競假期。 二、量身打造 精挑細選 機殼選擇守則 機
殼，是電腦的家，在自組電腦的過程中，機殼是少不了的，
但許多首次嘗試組機的玩家挑了整套效能�勁的配備，�在
機殼的部分過於妥協或隨性，偏向於現場挑 順眼的，或是
價格低廉的�品來壓縮預算，每每在一兩年進行部分零件更
換或擴充時才怨嘆自己遇「殼」不淑，當然，價格高�的機
殼確實有著不錯的用料與多功能 性，但小編將告訴讀者，
挑選機殼只要掌握幾個原則，也能有限的預算上發揮最佳的
效果。 三、夏日大作戰 散熱不嫌煩
頂上對決！CPU散熱器極限考驗 隨著氣溫日漸攀升，又到
了DIY玩家動手改裝CPU散熱器的時期，對於非超頻的使用
者來說，更換CPU散熱器的必要性或許不如以往那�迫切
，但是好的 CPU散熱器，也能確保高負載時的穩定，更有
助於機殼內部的熱隊流，使機殼內部不至於在夏日成�恐怖
的三溫暖，而對於有在超頻的Z77使用者、甚至是 X79平
台的重度玩家，CPU散熱器更是不可或缺的改裝周邊之一
，就在今年底�將推出Ivy Bridge-
E之前，編輯部特地以Sandy Bridge-E�平台，來進行一
場高階CPU散熱器大對決，讓各位讀者一飽眼福。
四、風流上下左右 電腦散熱�回事？ 八月，正�盛夏的時
節，這時候的天氣不但是人會覺得難熬，對電腦來說也�難
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熬；當�在房間裡熱到汗流浹背，身上脫到只剩一件小ＹＧ
的時候，電腦此時�可能 還穿著厚重的裝甲正在熱血燃燒
，�可曾想過要讓他�爽一點�？在不改變機殼架構的情況
下，我們要��利用風扇來達到最好的散熱效果？本期就讓
筆者來個土法 煉鋼的實驗�各位解謎�！ -- 目錄 012
�品大觀 實現數位家庭雲端化 就從BUFFALO
LinkStation LS400系列開始！ LIAN-LI Aluminum
Case PC-10N 極致工藝完美呈現
CyberPower在台灣推出家用旗艦型PFC不斷電系統 精英L
337電競主機板邀請全球知名電競團隊Complexity進行代
言活動 全新金牌領軍 LEPA利豹抗震電源登場
微星結合多家廠商推出GAMING
PC提供全國大專院校學生�辦電競賽事 OCZ
Vector電競首選SSD，高速馳騁！八月起加碼送USB
3.0/SATA III極速硬�外接盒！ 買華擎指定主機板
玩NBA，看NBA! CyberSLIM S810-U3S
10層海量儲存外接盒 Tt eSPORTS「狂戰機甲VOLOS電
射引擎電競滑鼠」重武裝超硬派高效象徵
惡魔勢力回歸，PowerColor發表最新的DEVIL HD7870
Pioneer BD8系列藍光燒錄機種?藍光空白片大方送
3C流行報 021 3C流行報 / J. S. Lai 026 平價平板
不凡感受 ASUS MemoPad HD7 / 黃仕麟 027 效能精進
續航更長 ASUS VivoBook S551LB / 黃仕麟 028
急速散熱 行動劇院 Enermax AeroOdio CP006
筆電散熱器 / KevinX 029 智慧電視 隨��用 BenQ
JD-130 家庭雲 / 黃仕麟 030
家庭共用、出門在外的好�伴 Seagate Central
家用網路硬� / 莊家庠 031 內建快取 加倍傳輸 Buffalo
HD-GDU3 2TB 外接式硬� / 洪東佾 特別企劃 033
量身打造 精挑細選 機殼選擇守則 / 黃仕麟 041
夏日大作戰 散熱不嫌煩 頂上對決！CPU散熱器極限考驗 /
黃仕麟 061 風流上下左右 電腦散熱�回事？ / 莊家庠
DIY精品報 078 流暢的組裝體驗 聯力 PC-10N 全�機殼 /
莊家庠 080 酷冷寧靜 能量魔方 Cooler Master V700
電源供應器 / 潘達 081 白金神器 ��至寶 Seasonic
Platinum-660 電源供應器 / 潘達 082
超級小鋼砲再臨！？ ASUS GeForce GTX 760
DirectCUⅡ OC 顯示� / 莊家庠 084 軟硬兼施 超頻載具
MSI Z87 MPOWER MAX 主機板 / 潘達 085 效能雙頻
網路無限 ASUS RP-N53 Wireless-N600
雙頻無線網路延伸器 / KevinX 086 超高功率 挑戰無線
Cerio DT-300N 無線寬頻路由器 / KevinX 087

用無線AP打造家庭雲 D-Link DIR-850L 雙頻無線路由器 /
洪東佾 088 居家旅行的無線伴侶 Tenda A5s
�帶型無線路由器 / 洪東佾 089 環保免電池 迷�便�鼠
Genius NX ECO 無線滑鼠 / 潘達 090
軟體與硬體的巧妙搭配 WD My Passport Ultra 隨身硬�
/ 莊家庠 092 更�大的個人電腦防護 Kaspersky Pure
3.0 安全防護套裝 / 洪東佾 封面故事 093 幀數≠�質
內顯≠超� 最�內顯 vs.入門獨顯 / 潘達 電競特區 104
精確�穩的滑動！ ASUS ROG GX950黑鷹 雷射電競滑鼠
/ 莊家庠 106 設定軟體無敵！ ROCCAT KONE PURE
遊�滑鼠 / 莊家庠 108 專�MOBA/MMORPG打造 Tt
eSPORTS VOLOS狂戰機甲 雷射電競滑鼠 / 洪東佾 109
靜如處子 動如脫� ROCCAT HIRO 電競滑鼠� / 黃仕麟
110 冷冽的神兵 TESORO COLADA魔劍版 電競鍵盤 /
莊家庠 112 萬元以下中高階�王！ 微星GeForce
GTX760 Gaming 顯示� / 莊家庠 114 電競王者
極限�峰 ASUS MAXIMUS VI EXTREME 主機板 /
黃仕麟 116 應有盡有 以下犯上 GIGABYTE G1.SNIPER
B5主機板 / 潘達 117 電競蜂潮 BenQ RL2240HE
不閃�液晶顯示器 / Sinchen 118 頂尖效能 極限體驗 MSI
GE40 遊�筆電 / 黃仕麟 BUY家新知 119 Buy家新知 /
楊�仁 Download特搜 123 Download特搜 / 特搜小隊
行家出手 129 上市以來首次大改版 Windows
8.1�先預覽 / 洪東佾 134 讓機殼內部常保如新
高效防塵濾網實測！ / 洪東佾 137 效能、管理再提升
群暉DSM 4.3�體Photo Station再進化 / Sinchen 141
實況錄影 隨心所欲 C875錄影實況全攻略 / 黃仕麟
企業專訪 144 電競之翼 遊�勝利 深入羅技總部
窺探開發�辛 / 潘達 小編�平台 150 給期待Final
Fantasy XIV 奇幻世界的極致饗宴 / 編輯部
Shaping the Future of ICT CRC Press
Galaxy S4 is amazing right out of the box, but if you want to get
the most of out your S4 or S4 Mini, start here. With clear
instructions and savvy advice from technology expert Preston
Gralla, you’ll learn how to go online, play games, listen to
music, watch movies & TV, monitor your health, and answer
calls with a wave of your hand. The important stuff you need to
know: Be connected. Browse the Web, manage email, and
download apps through WiFi or S4’s 3G/4G network.
Navigate without touch. Use Air Gestures with your hand, or
scroll with your eyes using Smart Screen. Find new ways to link
up. Chat, videochat, and add photos, video, or entire slideshows

to text messages. Get together with Group Play. Play games or
share pictures, documents, and music with others nearby. Create
amazing images. Shoot and edit photos and videos—and
combine images from the front and back cameras. Keep music
in the cloud. Use Google Play Music to store and access tunes.
Check your schedule. Sync the S4 with your Google and
Outlook calendars.
Merchant Vessels of the United States Springer
The International Conference on Communications,
Management, and Information Technology (ICCMIT’16)
provides a discussion forum for scientists, engineers,
educators and students about the latest discoveries and
realizations in the foundations, theory, models and applications
of systems inspired on nature, using computational intelligence
methodologies, as well as in emerging areas related to the
three tracks of the conference: Communication Engineering,
Knowledge, and Information Technology. The best 25 papers
to be included in the book will be carefully reviewed and
selected from numerous submissions, then revised and
expanded to provide deeper insight into trends shaping future
ICT.
Competition, Strategy, and Innovation Egmont Books (UK)
Communities Dominate Brands: Business and marketing challenges
for the 21st century is a book about how the new phenomenon of
digitally connected communities are emerging as a force to
counterbalance the power of the big brands and advertising. The
book explores the problems faced by branding, marketing and
advertising facing multiple radical changes in this decade.
Communities Dominate Brands discusses how disruptive effects of
digitalisation and connectedness introduce threats and
opportunities. The authors compellingly illustrate how modern
consumers are forming communities and peer-groups to pool their
power resulting in a dramatic revolution of how businesses interact
with their customers. The book provides practical guidance of how
to move from obsolete interruptive advertising to interactive
engagement marketing and community based communications, with
dozens of real business examples from around the world.
Communities Dominate Brands addresses its topic from a marketing
(including advertising and branding) perspective and maintains a
rigorous focus on business and profit dimensions of the issues
involved.The book discusses such recent phenomena as blogging,
virtual environments, mobile phone based swarming and massively
multiplayer games. The book introduces a new generation of
consumers called Generation-C (for Community). The book also
discusses such new concepts as the Connected Age, Reachability,
the Four C's, Alpha Users, and introduces Communities as an
unavoidable new element into the traditional communication model.
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Combining the digital trends, modern management theories, and
emerging new customer behaviour, Communities Dominate Brands
arrives to its conclusion, that traditional marketing methods are
increasingly ineffective and even becoming counterproductive. The
power of the brands and the abuses by marketing have created a
vacuum for a counterbalance, and digitally connected communities,
the blogosphere, gamers, and especially the always-on
connectedness of those on mobile phone networks, are emerging as
the counterforce to redress the balance. The power of smart mobs
and digitally enlightened communities will react rapidly to marketing
excesses as the natural force balancing the power of the brands.The
way a business can and must interact with the powerful new
communities is through engagement marketing, by enticing the
communities to interact with the brands. Communities Dominate
Brands covers the major changes taking place in business and
industry worldwide from leading digitally connected societies such as
Finland, Korea, Japan, Hong Kong, UK and the USA. The authors
discuss the business relevance of such community related
technologies and phenomena such as blogging, CANs, iPod,
MMOGs, MVNOs, PVRs, Ringing Tones, SMS text messaging,
swarming, VOD. This is the definitive business book on the impact of
new technologies, not explaining how technology works, but showing
what businesses need to do to make money in the new digitally
converging environment. Communities Dominate Brands analyses
early successes of engaging communities by global brands such as
Adidas, Apple, Audi, BBC, Boeing, Coca Cola, eBay, Ford, Google,
Guinness, Hush Puppies, Lonely Planet, MTV, Nokia, Orange,
Philips, Red Bull, Sony, Tesco, Tony & Guy, Vodafone, etc.The
lessons are amplified with insights from rough punishment by
communities suffered by Hutchison/Three networks, Kryptonite
locks, Mazda, the Philippines Government, etc. Fully indexed,
impeccably researched with documented sources, offering over 50
current business examples and over a dozen case studies,
Communities Dominate Brands is a hands-on practical business
handbook on how to adjust marketing to deal with communities. With
tools such as the Four C's and Reachability, the authors provide a
competitive head-start to all who want to achieve customer
satisfaction and return business in the 21st century.
NFC For Dummies
This book provides extensive research into the use of
augmented reality in the three interconnected and overlapping
fields of the tourism industry, museum exhibitions, and cultural
heritage. It is written by a virtual team of 50 leading
researchers and practitioners from 16 countries around the
world. The authors explore the opportunities and challenges of
augmented reality applications, their current status and future
trends, informal learning and heritage preservation, mixed
reality environments and immersive installations, cultural

heritage education and tourism promotion, visitors with special
needs, and emerging post-COVID-19 museums and heritage
sites. Augmented Reality in Tourism, Museums and Heritage: A
New Technology to Inform and Entertain is essential reading
not only for researchers, application developers, educators,
museum curators, tourism and cultural heritage promoters, but
also for students (both graduates and undergraduates) and
anyone who is interested in the efficient and practical use of
augmented reality technology.
Martha Stewart's Vegetables Feiwel & Friends
This book comprises a collection of chapters on green
biopolymer nanocomposites. The book discusses the
preparation, properties, and applications of different types
of biodegradable polymers. An overview of recent
advances in the fabrication of biopolymers
nanocomposites from a variety of sources, including
organic and inorganic nanomaterials, is presented. The
book highlights the importance and impact of eco-friendly
green nanocomposites, both environmentally and
economically. The contents of this book will prove useful
for students, researchers, and professionals working in the
field of nanocomposites and green technology.
Experiential Marketing Faber & Faber
This book provides the technical essentials, state-of-the-
art knowledge, business ecosystem and standards of
Near Field Communication (NFC)by NFC Lab – Istanbul
research centre which conducts intense research on NFC
technology. In this book, the authors present the
contemporary research on all aspects of NFC, addressing
related security aspects as well as information on various
business models. In addition, the book provides
comprehensive information a designer needs to design an
NFC project, an analyzer needs to analyze requirements
of a new NFC based system, and a programmer needs to
implement an application. Furthermore, the authors
introduce the technical and administrative issues related
to NFC technology, standards, and global stakeholders. It
also offers comprehensive information as well as use case
studies for each NFC operating mode to give the usage
idea behind each operating mode thoroughly. Examples of
NFC application development are provided using Java
technology, and security considerations are discussed in
detail. Key Features: Offers a complete understanding of

the NFC technology, including standards, technical
essentials, operating modes, application development with
Java, security and privacy, business ecosystem analysis
Provides analysis, design as well as development
guidance for professionals from administrative and
technical perspectives Discusses methods, techniques
and modelling support including UML are demonstrated
with real cases Contains case studies such as payment,
ticketing, social networking and remote shopping This
book will be an invaluable guide for business and
ecosystem analysts, project managers, mobile commerce
consultants, system and application developers, mobile
developers and practitioners. It will also be of interest to
researchers, software engineers, computer scientists,
information technology specialists including students and
graduates.
Pattern Discrimination MDPI
Why stick with plain old A, B, C when you can have
Amelia (Earhart), Malala, Tina (Turner), Ruth (Bader
Ginsburg), all the way to eXtraordinary You—and the Zillion
of adventures you will go on? Instagram superstar Eva
Chen, author of Juno Valentine and the Magical Shoes, is
back with an alphabet board book depicting feminist icons
in A Is for Awesome: 23 Iconic Women Who Changed the
World, featuring spirited illustrations by Derek Desierto.
Interactive Storytelling ???
Sharp-witted, always-organized Keira Graham has traded in her
high tech career as a systems analyst for the whirlwind world of
event planning. As she builds up her fledging business, she learns
that her widowed mother has news of her own -- a serious
gentleman caller! Is Keira ready for mom's new romance? When
she gets a game-changing opportunity to organize a major event on
a luxury Caribbean cruise, Keira turns to best pal chef Alexandria
D'Agostino to help recruit famous chefs who will offer classes for
foodies looking for fun in the sun as they gain cooking know-how.
The cruise becomes a rollicking adventure for Keira, her sassy
assistant Juliet, the entire D'Agostino clan, Keira's mother and other
surprise guests. And has Keira meet her match in charismatic
Cruise Director Brennan McAllister, who could have something
more than keeping everything shipshape on his mind? Filled with
wit, charm, and a few recipes along the way, Love on the Lido Deck
brings characters to life with laugh-out-loud situations, crisp dialog
and sweet romance on the high seas.
Internet of Things. User-Centric IoT John Wiley & Sons
This book addresses various aspects of in vitro digestibility: •
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Application of meta-analyses and machine learning methods to
predict methane production; • Methane production of sainfoin
and alfalfa; • In vitro evaluation of different dietary methane
mitigation strategies; • Rumen methanogenesis, rumen
fermentation, and microbial community response; • The role of
condensed tannins in the in vitro rumen fermentation kinetics; •
Fermentation pattern of several carbohydrate sources; •
Additive, synergistic, or antagonistic effects of plant extracts; •
In vitro rumen degradation and fermentation characteristics of
silage and hay; • In vitro digestibility, in situ degradability, and
rumen fermentation of camelina co-products; • Ruminal
fermentation parameters and microbial matters to odd- and
branched-chain fatty acids; • Comparison of fecal versus
rumen inocula for the estimation of NDF digestibility; • Rumen
inoculum collected from cows at slaughter or from a continuous
fermenter; • Seaweeds as ingredients of ruminant diets; •
Rumen in vitro fermentation and in situ degradation kinetics of
forage Brassica crops; • In vitro digestibility and rumen
degradability of vetch varieties; • Intestinal digestibility in vitro
of Vicia sativa varieties; • Ruminal in vitro protein degradation
and apparent digestibility of Pisum sativum; • In vitro
digestibility studies using equine fecal inoculum; • Effects of
gas production recording system and pig fecal inoculum
volume on kinetics; • In vitro methods of assessing protein
quality for poultry; and • In vitro techniques using the DaisyII
incubator.
Disclosure Journal ??DIY??
The past decade has seen a profound shift in our collective
understanding of the digital network. What was once understood to
be a transcendent virtual reality is now experienced as a ubiquitous
grid of data that we move through and interact with every day,
raising new questions about the social, locative, embodied, and
object-oriented nature of our experience in the networked world. In
The Emergence of the Digital Humanities, Steven E. Jones
examines this shift in our relationship to digital technology and the
ways that it has affected humanities scholarship and the academy
more broadly. Based on the premise that the network is now
everywhere rather than merely "out there," Jones links together
seemingly disparate cultural events—the essential features of
popular social media, the rise of motion-control gaming and mobile
platforms, the controversy over the "gamification" of everyday life,
the spatial turn, fabrication and 3D printing, and electronic
publishing—and argues that cultural responses to changes in
technology provide an essential context for understanding the
emergence of the digital humanities as a new field of study in this
millennium.
Near Field Communication (NFC) Springer

MOBILE TERMINAL RECEIVER DESIGN MOBILE TERMINAL
RECEIVER DESIGN LTE and LTE-Advanced India This all-in-
one guide addresses the challenges of designing innovative
mobile handset solutions that offer smaller size, low power
consumption, low cost, and tremendous flexibility, with
improved data rates and higher performance. Readers are
introduced to mobile phone system architecture and its basic
building blocks, different air interface standards and operating
principles, before progressing to hardware anatomy, software
and protocols, and circuits for legacy and next-generation
smart phones, including various research areas in 4G and 5G
systems. Mobile Terminal Receiver Design/p? ulliexplains basic
working principles, system architecture and specification
detailsof legacy and possible next-generation mobile systems,
from principle to practiceto product; covers in detail RF
transmitter and receiver blocks, digital baseband
processingblocks, receiver and transmitter signal processing,
protocol stack, AGC, AFC, ATC,power supply, clocking;
features important topics like connectivity and application
modules with differentdesign solutions for tradeoff exploration;
discusses multi-RAT design requirements, key design
attributes such as low powerconsumption, slim form factors,
seamless I-RAT handover, sensitivity, and selectivity. It will
help software, hardware, and radio frequency design engineers
to understand the evolution of radio access technologies and to
design competitive and innovative mobile solutions and
devices. Graduates, postgraduate students, and researchers in
mobile telecommunications disciplines will also find this book a
handy reference.
Communities Dominate Brands Springer
Understanding the latest trends and technologies and their
impact on enterprises, organizations or state
administrations is essential to successfully develop a
business in the age of Industry 4.0. This book presents a
unique selection of topics and offers the reader an
understanding of the implications of the newest
technologies such as Artificial Intelligence (AI), Internet of
Things (IoT), Augmented Reality (AR) and new trends like
social media and sustainable competitiveness in business.
It presents the impact of the newest trends on businesses,
consumers, and the result on the economy. Contributions
showcase the technical perspective of new technologies
and provides an innovative and enriching perspective on
the implementation of AI in e-commerce and the

developmental barriers it can create, modern social media
usage in enterprises, the newest trends in innovation
management, sustainable competitiveness in the business
context, the influence and effect of augmented reality, and
the privacy problem of Internet of Things to consumers.
This book illustrates how to develop innovation
cooperation between business, academia and public
institutions through the example of biopharmaceutical
industry. It will be of value to researchers, academics,
professionals, and students in the fields of economics,
management, international business.
Mariners Weather Log John Wiley & Sons
Your no-nonsense guide to Near Field Communication Are you
a newcomer to Near Field Communication and baffled by the
scant documentation and online support available for this
powerful new technology? You've come to the right place!
Written in a friendly and easily accessible manner, NFC For
Dummies takes the intimidation out of working with the
features of NFC-enabled devices and tells you exactly what it
is and what it does—and doesn't do. NFC is revolutionizing the
way people interact on a daily basis. It enables big data and
cloud-based computing through mobile devices and can be
used by anyone with a smartphone or tablet every day! Soon
to be as commonplace as using Wi-Fi or the camera on your
smartphone, NFC is going to forever change the way we
interact with people and the things around us. It simplifies the
sending and receiving of information, makes monetary
transactions simple and secure—Apple Pay already uses
NFC—and is a low-cost product to manufacture and use. As
more developers create apps with NFC, you're going to see it
used regularly—everywhere from cash registers to your social
media accounts to electronic identity systems. Don't get left
behind; get up to speed on NFC today! Provides a plain-
English overview of NFC Covers the history and technology
behind NFC Helps you make sense of IoT and powered chips
Explains proximity technologies and non-payment applications
Whether you're a developer, investor, or a mobile phone user
who is excited about the capabilities of this rapidly growing
technology, NFC For Dummies is the reference you'll want to
keep close at hand!
??DIY 8???2013 ?193? Jones & Bartlett Publishers
This book provides an extensive, up-to-date overview of the ways in
which information and communication technologies (ICTs) can be
used to develop tourism and hospitality. The coverage
encompasses a wide variety of topics within the field, including
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virtual reality, sharing economy and peer-to-peer accommodation,
social media use, hotel technology, big data, robotics, and
recommendation systems, to name but a few. The content is based
on the 2019 ENTER eTourism conference, organized in Nicosia,
Cyprus by the International Federation for Information Technologies
and Travel & Tourism (IFITT) – the leading independent global
community for the discussion, exchange, and development of
knowledge on the use and impact of new ICTs in the travel and
tourism industry. The book offers a global perspective and rich
source of information on important innovations and novel ideas.
Though it will prove especially valuable for academics working in the
eTourism field, it will also be of considerable interest to practitioners
and students.
E-commerce "O'Reilly Media, Inc."
The production and distribution of film and audiovisual
works is one of the most dynamic growth sectors in the
world. Thanks to digital technologies, production has been
growing rapidly in Africa in recent years. For the first time,
a complete mapping of the film and audiovisual industry in
54 States of the African continent is available, including
quantitative and qualitative data and an analysis of their
strengths and weaknesses at the continental and regional
levels.The report proposes strategic recommendations for
the development of the film and audiovisual sectors in
Africa and invites policymakers, professional
organizations, firms, filmmakers and artists to implement
them in a concerted manner.
A Is for Awesome! CreateSpace
NFC For DummiesJohn Wiley & Sons
NFC For Dummies Penguin
This book is about the Zynq-7000 All Programmable System on
Chip, the family of devices from Xilinx that combines an application-
grade ARM Cortex-A9 processor with traditional FPGA logic fabric.
Catering for both new and experienced readers, it covers
fundamental issues in an accessible way, starting with a clear
overview of the device architecture, and an introduction to the
design tools and processes for developing a Zynq SoC. Later
chapters progress to more advanced topics such as embedded
systems development, IP block design and operating systems.
Maintaining a 'real-world' perspective, the book also compares Zynq
with other device alternatives, and considers end-user applications.
The Zynq Book is accompanied by a set of practical tutorials hosted
on a companion website. These tutorials will guide the reader
through first steps with Zynq, following on to a complete, audio-
based embedded systems design.
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